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Hill Dickinson host the 4th QICM Conference
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HE ICM Best Practice Network
came to London for the fourth
ICM Best Practice Conference for
QICM organisations, hosted at
the prestigious offices of Hill Dickinson,
the first law firm to be awarded QICM.
We had over 120 credit professionals
in attendance, and some of the most
advanced conference technology to play
with courtesy of our hosts, and we took full
advantage of it!
These best practice events are getting
more popular and this year we were at
full capacity two months prior to the
conference and before the agenda was
announced. We had QICM supporters
Experian and Hays Credit Management
attending, and for the first time conference
bags and QICM lanyards for every
delegate. Hill Dickinson’s Jo Morris and
the credit management team came down
from Liverpool to prepare the venue and
make sure everything went smoothly on
the day. As these events get bigger they
get more complicated!
The conference was opened by Philip
King, the Chief Executive of the ICM,
and the conference technology was
used immediately to find out the mix of
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delegates. The technology used was
Qwizdom. With 100 remote handsets
operated anonymously by the delegates,
we were able to ask multiple-choice,
‘yes/no’ or ‘true/false’ questions with the
answers displayed on the screens around
the room. The first few questions revealed
that 79 percent of the delegates were
members of the ICM, 50 percent of the
delegates worked in credit departments
of less than 20 people, 56 percent of
delegates had the job title of ‘credit
manager’ or more senior. Apparently two
people travelled to the conference by
horse, although we’re not sure they were
telling the truth!
‘Speed Networking’ has become very
popular at these events and, as with last
year, it was facilitated by Charles Mayhew
of Moreton Smith, another of the QICM
accredited companies as all the presenting
companies were. The business card prize
draw was a digital camera donated by
Moreton Smith, and was won by John
Burke of National Grid who gained QICM
Accreditation in June 2013.
Our hosts Hill Dickinson presented
on ‘Credit Management in a Law Firm’,
Tom McBride, Christine Griffiths and

We had over 120
credit professionals
in attendance, and
some of the most
advanced conference
technology to play
with, courtesy of our
hosts, and we took full
advantage of it! ...
– CHRIS SANDERS
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